
Winter Wonderland   
Words by Richard B. Smith and & Music Felix Bernard © 1934 all rights reserved 

Amaj7        Bm7               C#m7/G#     Bm   
Over the ground lies a mantel of white,   
    Amaj7         Bm7                     A                          Bm7b5   
A heaven of diamonds shine down through the night,  
Amaj7                 F#m7          Bm                E7[1]      A          Bm7  E[1] 
Two hearts are thrilling in spite of the chilling weather.   

Amaj7                  Bm7       C#m7/G#             Bm   
Love knows no season, love knows no clime,   
Amaj7               Bm7         A          Bm7b5   
Romance can blossom any old time,  
Amaj7           F#m7            Bm                 E7[1]        A       Bm7  E[1]   
Here in the open we’re walking and hoping together.   

E7[1]              A  A6             Amaj7   
Sleigh bells ring, are you listening?   
           E[1]                E7[1]  E[1]  
In the lane, snow is glistening,   
    E[2]         Eadd9            E[1]         E7[2]   
A beautiful sight, we’re happy tonight,   
E6                  E[1]                 A    E7[1] 
Walking in a winter wonderland!   

E7[1]     A  A6         Amaj7   
Gone away is the blue bird,   
              E[1]           E7[1]  E[1]   
Here to stay is the new  bird.   
      E[2]               Eadd9     E[1]       E7[2]   
He sings a love song, as we go along,   
E6                  E[1]                  A   
Walking in a winter wonderland!   

D                      G                      D                G   
In the meadow we can build a snowman,   
D                         G                  D   
And pretend that he is Parson Brown.   
E[1]                           A                                  E[2]  E[1]   
He’ll say, “Are you married?”  We’ll say, “No   man!   
       E[2]                  Eadd9                         E[1]      E7[2] 
But you can do the job while you’re in town!”   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E7[1]   A  A6               Amaj7   
Later on,    we’ll conspire,   
            E[1]               E7[1]  E[1]   
As we dream by the fi - - re,   
      E[2]       Eadd9      E[1]                 E7[2]   
To face unafraid the plans that we made,   
E6                  E[1]                 A   
Walking in a winter wonderland!  

Play not upon the 
reddened strings.  
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History 
There is nothing gimmicky or exotic about the theme of “Winter Wonderland.”  To the 

contrary, the picture of a couple in love strolling 
though the romantic setting of a snowy winter day 
is rather commonplace.  It is an experience which 
so many of us, including surely the authors of the 
song, have enjoyed at one time or another.   

Perhaps the pleasant familiarity of hearing sleigh 
bells, seeing glistening snow, building a snowman, 
and dreaming by a fire is a good part of the success 
of this perennial holiday charmer.   

Yet at least equally responsible for its strong 
continuance year after year are its very skillful 
lyrics and melody.  “Winter Wonderland” was by far 
the best effort of lyricist Richard B. Smith (1901– 
1935) and of composer Felix Bernard (1897– 1944).   

Ironically, neither man had much opportunity 
to savor the sweet rewards from their highly popular 1934 song.  Pennsylvania-born Smith died 
the very next year, and Brooklyn-born Bernard did not live a lot longer, passing away about ten 
years later.  Neither was around for the cheerful best-selling 1950 recording by the Andrews 
Sisters.  So in the midst of the warmth, happiness, and personalness of this lyrical little carol is a 
definite flaw of tragedy, particularly pertaining to Smith. 

Studwell, William E; Hoffmann, Frank; Cooper, B Lee (2012-10-12). The Christmas Carol Reader 
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